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ABSTRACT

or approximately thirty years an unanswered question has hung over the military
enterprise of nation-states: As the digital information age progresses, should we
construct a military for the information age, or should we construct an information
age military? The former would be an old enterprise applying new tools to its roles
and missions. The latter would be a new enterprise. The new tools would not only alter the
roles and missions the military prosecutes; they would alter the primary purposeful activity of the modern military. The short answer is that militaries and the national security
communities that support them have hedged, wary of the uncertainty which comes with
complex change. Into this gap has grown a new type of insecurity – a type not confined to
military affairs and national security but society-wide – which open societies in particular
are yet to fully understand and, thus to develop an appropriate response. The formulation
of an appropriate response ties directly back to the thirty-year question. The response,
where it exists, is decidedly fragmented. A new addition to the associated lexicon—"cognitive warfare”—has made its way into the discussion and makes no pretense of being confined strictly to military affairs. While a topic of increasing interest, anything resembling
a bounded and discrete set of meanings to be associated with cognitive warfare has yet to
emerge and seems a way off. This article aims to address this omission and to take stock
of how the national security, intelligence, and defense (NSID) communities might begin
to approach a coherent understanding of cognitive security. It argues the conflation of
operational information warfare with cognitive warfare is a category error that must be
addressed first. The hubris of the early digital age provides a lesson to be avoided.
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INTRODUCTION

Dr. Zac Rogers, PhD, is Research Lead at
the Jeff Bleich Centre for the US Alliance in
Digital Technology, Security, and Governance
at Flinders University of South Australia. His
research combines a traditional grounding in
national security, intelligence, and defence with
emerging fields of social cybersecurity, digital
anthropology, and democratic resilience.

For approximately thirty years an unanswered
question has hung over the military enterprise of nation-states: As the digital information age progresses,
should we construct a military for the information age,
or should we construct an information age military?
The former would be an old enterprise applying new
tools to its roles and missions. The latter would be a new
enterprise. The new tools would not only alter the roles
and missions the military prosecutes; they would alter
the primary purposeful activity of the modern military.
The short answer is that militaries and the national
security communities that support them have hedged,
wary of the uncertainty which comes with complex
change. Scholars of war will note that, at least since the
Treaty of Westphalia, warfare ultimately has reflected
the types of societies which mandate its conduct. However, as John Keegan notes, warrior culture follows society at a distance. In fact, “The distance can never be
closed, for the culture of the warrior can never be that
of civilisation itself.”[1] Into this gap has grown a new
type of insecurity, which society at large is yet to fully
understand and for which it is yet to mandate an appropriate response. The formulation of an appropriate
response ties directly back to the thirty-year question
but contains a twist. As the military enterprise has interacted with, incorporated, and in some cases, offloaded capability and responsibility for military-technical
innovation to private enterprise, society too is reorienting around those shifts. The roles and statuses of information technologies of control and violence, as a result,
are no longer chiefly military business. Yet whose business are they? And how is this changing what we mean
by security?
Three overlapping themes, Information Warfare
(IW), Dominant Battlespace Knowledge (DBK), and Network-Centric Warfare (NCW), dominated discussion
and debate about military-strategic affairs within the
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national security, intelligence, and defense (NSID) communities of the United States, its allies,
competitors, and adversaries throughout the 1990s. The associated discursive and extra-discursive practices were situated under the rubric of a “Revolution in Military Affairs” and were
primarily driven by developments in the application of digital information and communication
technologies (ICT) to NSID affairs.[12] Digital ICTs were of course entering every aspect of the
civilian domain at the same time, leading to an abundance of scholarship and commentary on
the dawning of a networked digital information age or various aspects and iterations of it.[3]
Well into its third decade, the digital age has brought about several variations on these early
discussions and the expectations contained therein. In particular, the evolution of IW has, in
recent publicly observable episodes, undergone a transformation. Associated in the past primarily with the military battlefield, IW leached into the civilian domain as strategic contests
between nation-states in the digital information age became more comprehensive. Today IW
is widely understood as endangering the functional viability of entire societies.[4] An explanation as to how this came about has not been forthcoming. The widespread public expectation
remains that the NSID community is still in charge and is busy formulating the appropriate
and proportionate response to a host of intrusions, influence operations, and outright attacks.
The response, where it exists, is decidedly fragmented, however. A new addition to the associated lexicon—"cognitive warfare”—has made its way into the discussion and makes no pretense of being confined strictly to military affairs. An early criticism of IW was that it seemed
to incorporate an indistinct set of themes and boundaries. While a topic of increasing interest,
anything resembling a bounded and discrete set of meanings to be associated with cognitive
warfare has yet to emerge and seems a way off. This article addresses this omission and then
proceeds to take stock of how NSID communities might approach a coherent understanding of
cognitive security. It argues the conflation of operational information warfare with cognitive
warfare is a category error which must be addressed first. The hubris of the early digital age
provides a lesson to be avoided.
From the Information Edge to Cognitive Insecurity
A series of assertions published in Foreign Affairs in 1996 by renowned International Relations (IR) scholar Joseph Nye and then U.S. Navy Admiral William Owens captures the prevailing attitude among a good portion of the US NSID community regarding the strategic advantage expected to accrue to the US as the digital information age unfolded:

mKnowledge, more than ever before, is power. The one country that can best lead

the information revolution will be more powerful than any other. For the foreseeable
future, that country is the United States.

m(America’s) subtle comparative advantage is its ability to collect, process, act

upon, and disseminate information, an edge that will almost certainly grow over
the next decade.
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mThis information advantage can help deter or defeat traditional military threats
at relatively low cost.

mThe information advantage can strengthen the intellectual link between U.S. foreign
policy and military power and offer new ways of maintaining leadership in alliances
and ad hoc coalitions.

mThe United States can use its information resources to engage China, Russia, and
other powerful states in security dialogues to prevent them from becoming hostile.[15]

Nye and Owens were expressing what much of the discourse on the digital age of the 1990s
had, by the turn of the century, taken as a near-certainty.[6] This cannot be passed off as mere
media or academic hype. As Carl Builder noted, it was primarily factions within the US military determined to convince those in and out of uniform who held the purse strings that this
was real.[7] Summarily, the prevailing view was that as humanity collectively moved from the
industrial age to the information age, from industrial societies to information societies, from
industrial warfare to information warfare, and from industrial economies to “knowledge” economies, the investments the US had made in a regime of digital ICTs during the Cold War were
set to pay off in spades. The ICT edge was not only militarily relevant—its reach was far broader,
and is now even more so.
Like much of post-war defense-led development, digital technology was naively dual-use and
would likely magnify advantages as it was incorporated across each sector of society. The profound challenge to organizational structures presented by the digital age would likely also
accrue to America’s advantage–its open culture and rule of law, entrepreneurial spirit, commitment to market mechanisms, and reification of innovation was not a set of conditions enjoyed
by any of its competitors.[8] The digital age would likely multiply US advantage in all these areas, leading to a cascade of advantages shared with allies, with which no rival to US dominance
could hope to compete.[9]
If used wisely, the US could leverage its dominance not only to deter open military aggression
but to dissuade competitors from even embarking down a path toward direct rivalry.[10] In this
way, the US could perhaps become an efficient manager, rather than a costly enforcer, of an increasingly benign post-Cold War international order.[11] While a contentious assertion, the way
seemed open, perhaps like never before, for commerce to shade geopolitics as the central theme
of strategy and for American society to reap the rewards.[12] If any of this were so, not only the
military’s roles and missions but its purpose as an enterprise would be under serious review.[13]
The majority of the discourse from this time is rightly careful to point out the possible caveats and potential pitfalls of rushing to a digital future. The wave of enthusiasm, however, was
difficult to deny. Barely twenty years on, and in the thick of a now ubiquitously insecure digital
age, to reflect on these expectations is to experience a sense of vertigo. Expressing starkly contrasting sentiments, the 2018 US National Defense Strategy states:
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Today, we are emerging from a period of strategic atrophy, aware that our competitive
military advantage has been eroding. We are facing increased global disorder, characterized by decline in the long-standing rules-based international order—creating a
security environment more complex and volatile than any we have experienced in
recent memory. Inter-state strategic competition, not terrorism, is now the primary
concern in U.S. national security.
Of the challenge to American society in the aftermath of Russian interference in the 2016
Presidential election,[14] former U.S. Director of National Intelligence James Clapper writes, “I
believe the destiny of the American ideal is at stake.”[15] Former NSA and CIA Director General
Michael Hayden has described the processes which protect American society from the risk
of Hobbesian chaos as being “under stress, and that many of the premises on which we have
based our governance, policy, and security are now challenged, eroded, or simply gone.”[16]
Scattered throughout the earlier discourse were several salient warnings for digital age enthusiasts. By the late 1990s these warnings increased. Among them, Martin Libicki noted that
the quest to “illuminate the battlefield”[17] with a globally situated and connected grid augmented by digital ICTs, which would expedite US and allied networked operations and could
make military aggression harder for adversaries to prosecute. This could also be undermined
and repurposed as a medium for the propagation of information warfare that leads to a greater
likelihood of violent confrontation.[18] A monograph produced by RAND Corporation in 1999,
while claiming “these changes have affected the global balance of power in favor of the United
States,“ also warned:
Information that is readily available is available to friend and foe alike; a system
that relies on communication can become useless if its ability to communicate is
interfered with or destroyed. Because this reliance is so general, attacks on the
information infrastructure can have widespread effects, both for the military and
for society. And such attacks can come from a variety of sources, some difficult or
impossible to identify.[19]
Either an illuminated and therefore less violent battlefield, or an insecure substrate of complex and interconnected vulnerabilities, could be the prevailing outcome of a digital age that
cannot be quarantined from the civilian domain. Libicki wrote of the dilemma, “Some systems
make it easier for nations to resolve their differences and trust one another; others, by their
nature, exacerbate suspicion.”[20] Twenty years ago Libicki wrote that the United States had a
fundamental choice between these two national defense paths.[21] Builder wrote that the US
military found itself torn between a conservative path, of executing existing roles and missions
more effectively with the addition of digital ICTs, and a more radical path in which a new type
of war and warrior would emerge.[22] Andrew Marshall warned at the same time of the deep
uncertainty brought about by the complexity of the coming era.[23] The events of 2016 offer an
opportunity to pause and evaluate which path has been taken and its implications.
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Information warfare in the national security, intelligence, and defense space is incorporated
by a large and multi-disciplinary discourse. Subject areas as diverse as international security
and strategic studies, cyber studies, the fourth industrial revolution, and future warfare have
all engaged with aspects of IW in often indistinct and overlapping ways.[24] Often the problem
with IW is knowing what it is not. Recent events, for example 2016’s election interference and
2020’s Solarwinds exposure to name just two, have brought renewed attention to the subject,
and naturally its concepts and assumptions are evolving as discursive and extra-discursive
practices challenge the veracity of existing assumptions about the subject.[25]
Prior to this increased in attention, IW attracted a prolonged wave of consideration from the
NSID communities in the United States and those of a host of US partners, competitors, and
adversaries in the early 1990s.[26] The focus was concurrent with the increasing application of
digital information and communication technologies to NSID affairs and the contemplation of
the implications in both IR and Strategic Studies.[27] For militaries, the deluge of data brought
on by these new technological inputs engendered a major rethinking about ways, means, and
ends with regard to contemporary warfighting, captured by the shift from attrition-based to effects-based operations. Of the thinking behind the shift, Edward Smith, Jr., wrote the following:
The world in which we live is and always has been complex and filled with ambiguities
and uncertainties, and the most complex part of this world has always been man
himself – a point that operations in Iraq and Afghanistan underscore every day. Yet,
in spite of this pervasive non-linearity, military efforts have tended to focus on linear,
attrition-based solutions to linear warfare problems that often have little to do with
our messy reality. Effects-Based Operations (EBO) focus on the single most complex
aspect of this world: human beings and human organizations.[28]
This shift engendered a mismatch with existing levels of analysis in which tactical, operational, and strategic ends, ways, and means could be usefully demarcated across physical
domains for clarity, coordination, and efficiency of effort.[29] The shift from attrition to effects
in an unprecedented information-rich environment was to make strategic competition a society-wide, information-centric totality.[30] The traditional strategic art, contending with others
for survival on contested terms amid scarcity, would take place in this new materiality. Of EBO,
Smith continues:
They treat national power as a whole and consider its application not just to military
operations but across the entire spectrum of competition and conflict from peacetime
deterrence, to crisis response, to hostilities in all their varied forms, to the restoration
of peace.[31]
Previously well-defined lines of demarcation between military and civilian domains and
peace and war were being quietly demolished by forces driven and enabled by the digital age.
Publicly available discourse stating this reality among US allies was scarce, perhaps for obvious
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reasons, while competitors and adversaries seemed more comfortable making it clear.[32] The
digital information age would bring many aspects of strategic competition among nation-states
away from the battlefield and more into the civilian domain,[33] and its center of gravity would
home in on the mind of the individual–the cognitive agent. As cognitive neuroscientists Moreno and Giordano have noted, the human brain has become the locus of contending in the 21st
century.[34] A new term in line with this evolution—"cognitive warfare” (CW)—has recently been
used by high-ranking military officials, discussed and debated by military practitioners in formal and informal settings, and is being grappled with by the NSID and academic communities
at large.[35] In September 2017, Air Force Chief of Staff, General David L. Goldfein, remarked
at the Air, Space, and Cyber Symposium, “We’re transitioning from wars of attrition to wars of
cognition.”[36] At the 2016 DODIIS Worldwide conference, Director of the Defense Intelligence
Agency, Lieutenant General Vincent R. Stewart remarked, “How do we win warfare in the information age when the emphasis is as much on the cognitive as much as it is on the kinetic?”[37]
The ways in which CW is distinct from IW, if it is distinct, have not been clarified.
Defining the Difference
IW is a battle for information where CW is a battle of information. Unpacking this simple
definition will reveal why this is so, and why CW is a so far under-acknowledged divergence
from IW with significant ramifications for the NSID community. Conflating the two is a category error, which stifles understanding, and thus development of the appropriate response.
All aspects of operational IW involve actors contending over information within specified and
assigned contexts in which the orientation of the context to the contending is settled. CW, conversely, involves actors contending within unspecified and unassigned contexts, in which the
orientation of the context literally is the contest. The specification and assignment of context
to information is what first gives it meaning, into which a contest can be entered by human
actors—it is information which has been de-alienated by a cognitive process. Unspecified and
unassigned information exists alienated from context—the contest shifts to the very process of
de-alienation in which the information acquires its meaning. It is a cognitive contest and highly
asymmetric in favor of the spoiler.
CW is really nothing like “warfare” at all, if we allow for the general heuristic that warfare
normally involves contending parties knowingly engaged in the act of contending. Each party
understands the context in its own way, but the context represents a minimal shared understanding that a contest has been entered into by the parties concerned. CW to date has been
something more akin to terrorism or insurgency, whereby parties are engaged in continuous
political opposition punctuated by infrequent acts of public violence against others to cause
some often unspecified or frequently amended change in the behavior of the opposing polity.
Though these are imperfect analogies. We will need to develop an understanding of a heterogenous type of cognitive violence which can be at once public and deeply private, non-lethal and
highly destructive to human intellectual, emotional, and psychological states, blunt and undi-
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rected as well as precise and tailored, and most times non-kinetic in the traditional military
sense. The type of cognitive violence in mind can easily cause major disruption in the normal
functioning of societies as well as significant changes in behavior without being assigned a
specified meaning.[38] As Rand Waltzman urged, the time to specify and assign a new cognitive
security paradigm is now.[39]
In 1995, Libicki wrote of information warfare, “All forms of struggle over control and dominance of information are considered essentially one struggle, and the techniques of information warfare are seen as aspects of a single discipline.”[40] It is difficult to imagine a more
all-encompassing description. The official DoD definition did not fare much better on detail. IW
was described as:
Actions taken to achieve information superiority by affecting adversary information,
information-based processes, information systems, and computer-based networks
while defending one’s own information, information-based processes, information
systems and computer-based networks.[41]
These actions were distinguished in practice by NSID communities into overlapping sub-categories, all involving the protection, manipulation, degradation, and denial of information, and
could range from the analog to the digital, be transmitted via anything from carbon to silicon,
and could manifest in the oldest forms of conflict to the newest technologies.[42] This taxonomy
reflected a unique puzzle regarding information warfare that persists to the present day: if it
can be everything at once, what is it not? In what sense and under what terms does it have a
beginning and an end? Would battle be joined deliberately or by accident? This enduring puzzle produces another unhelpful problem: if information warfare is essentially indefinable, any
definition that does tend to stick will be one imposed on it, often by a single constituency or the
most motivated actor. In many ways, this has been the case with IW since the mid-1990s. Alvin
Toffler and Heidi Toffler foresaw this predicament in War and Anti-War in 1993.[43] Viewing the
history of warfare as essentially reflecting the incumbent society’s mode of production, the
emerging information age would inevitably be the age of an unrestricted and ill-defined new
paradigm of information war.
Military organizations most often speak of the struggle for information in the context of the
quest for operational situational awareness and in aid of weapon performance. Not particularly
advantageous on its own, situational awareness is the foundation of the pursuit of “dominant
battlespace knowledge” (DBK).[44] DBK connotes the cognitive capacity required to make effective use of superior situational awareness—to enable and augment the delivery of lethal effects
on the battlefield while defending friendly forces from attack. The struggle for information has
been understood as involving both offensive and defensive measures, including lines of effort
in ISR (Intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance), EW (electronic warfare), IO (information
operations), CyberOps (cyber operations), and PsyOps (psychological operations), conducted to
enable the lethal activities common to military organizations.[45] IW in the military domain has
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been conducted under the rubric of both conventional and unconventional war involving both
regular and irregular forces.[46] These represent specified and assigned modalities of contestation because they are conducted at the operational level.
As Libicki explains, however, while the imperative to conduct lines of IW effort under a unified construct has been acknowledged by US and allied forces since the 1990s, no such unity of
effort has emerged despite significant effort, and each line of effort continues to be conducted
by separate services in contingent and episodic fashion.[47] Significant advances in each line
of effort have been achieved over that time, particularly in the years since 9/11,[48] without
the emergence of a coherent and viable framework whereby network effects can leverage the
much-desired dominant battle space knowledge. IW efforts have not been unified into a strategic main effort. This is not a failing: it should be understood as a category error that reflects the
inherent tension between the two paths noted earlier.
Cognition is at the center of all modes of contending, a foundational assertion in the work
of renowned military thinker John Boyd.[49] Boyd’s OODA (observe–orient–decide–act) loop is
a well known concept within military organizations and beyond, yet arguably its most pivotal
element is often overlooked.[50] The core of the OODA loop is the second “O”—orientation. The
capacity to observe, decide, and act is meaningless in any form of contending between humans
if orientation is left unaddressed. Herein lie the consequences of category error. Orientation
is central because any form of contending for information which occurs under conditions of
complexity cannot assume the stability of those conditions and therefore the context in which
the contending is occurring.
The most fundamental strategic assumption one can make concerns the cognitive conditions
in which the contest is occurring—the orientation of the contenders with regard to reality.
Arguably Boyd’s most fundamental insight, drawing upon and synthesizing a multidisciplinary
scientific and philosophical discourse,[51] was that the assumptions of scientific realism, the
orientation under which reality is considered a discrete system of objects to which transient
human subjects attempt to gain veridical access, is a cognitive weakness and a potentially exploitable vulnerability. Robert Coram summarized the centrality of orientation as follows: “Any
inward-oriented and continued effort to improve the match-up of a concept with observed reality will only increase the degree of mismatch.”[52] The assumptions of scientific realism applied
to complex strategic contending between humans increase the risk of mismatch.[53]
IW, in the way it is conceived and fielded by military organizations, is categorically operational IW. It is in essence a set of inward-oriented and continuous efforts. These efforts have
pre-specified and pre-assigned utility and function associated directly or indirectly with supporting the delivery of lethal effects on the battlefield. It is a category error to associate operational IW with the challenge of cognitive security, which has been brought on by the demolishing of boundaries in the digital age. Boyd and others knew that, as information flooded the
modern warfighter in the digital age, it would quickly become an impediment if the cognitive
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element was not prioritized. DBK is aimed at this goal. However, when strategic contending
occurs via unspecified and unassigned modalities which treat the spatial-temporal locus of the
contest as everywhere and all the time, as Smith conjectured, DBK does not exhaust the boundaries of the contest. The orientation is the contest. It determines the context and therefore the
boundaries of the contest. Operational IW is Popperian science.[54] Cognitive security needs to
be Polanyian-Kuhnian science.[55]
The potential of network effects, emerging in parallel with IW and part of the discourse
on the digital age (also known as the network age), was also a hugely popular concept from
the late 1990s.[56] Proponents of network-centric warfare envisioned an information-rich infrastructure delivering DBK not only to a network of US forces but potentially across allied coalition networks, vastly expanding the capacity to meet future threats to security with a more
evenly shared burden of costs and risks.[57] Like IW, NCW struggled to transform from theory
to practice. The US has repackaged NCW into its Multi-Domain Operations concept, which is
highly derivative of the former.[58] Most contemporary militaries today remain committed to
a version of networked warfare, while the scope and scale of early hopes have been dimmed
by hard limits on its realization—constraints often more political in nature than technical.[59]
Despite some extraordinarily lofty expectations, for the US and allied NSID communities, IW
in the digital age is an operational contest for electrons stored in and transiting the electromagnetic spectrum (EMS) via silicon-based infrastructures as adjunct to achieving lethal battlefield
effects, the object of the main military effort.
US and allied battlefield experiences in South and Central Asia and the Middle East since
2001 have honed and refined aspects of IW lines of effort, while much of the anticipated strategic level from the domination of digital age warfare is difficult to ascertain. Many would
contend it does not exist and has become, in fact, a strategic liability as cognitive insecurity
has gripped many of the polities for which the strategic gain was primarily intended.[60] Further
iterations of NCW in aid of situational awareness, DBK, and IW, will continue to meet specified
and assigned military utility.[61] They will not address the needs of cognitive security. Cognitive
security must be assigned a separate category.
Option Dominance?
A review of the discourse on the early military-strategic expectations associated with IW,
DBK, and NCW reveals a tale of missed opportunities, if not outright concept failure. That expectations were high is an understatement. According to then Admiral William Owens, writing
in 1995, the US could expect to be:
On the other side of this new revolution in military affairs years, perhaps decades, before any other nation. This is important for many reasons; one of the most significant
is that completing the revolution offers us the opportunity to shape the international
environment, rather than simply react to it.[62]
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All authors writing on these concepts were careful to acknowledge the risks, potential vulnerabilities, and obstacles regarding the pursuit of rapid and highly innovative military transformation. Long lists of technical, political, and organizational challenges were readily admitted. The fundamental view, however, was not readily questioned: the quest to leverage the
already extensive US advantage in digital age warfare would lead to outsized strategic gain.
The most compelling of these arguments was centered on the concept described by David Alberts as “option dominance”.[63] To summarize, option dominance referred to the expectation
that, even allowing for the maximum level of push-back across each of the technical, political,
and organizational challenge areas, strategic gain would accrue to the US and perhaps a select
group of allies and partners.
The source of this relative gain was in the tendency for actors, who might be able to compete
and even gain asymmetric advantages in narrow channels of digital age warfare, to be maneuvered nonetheless into a military-technical strategic cul-de-sac by US and allied dominance.
Thus, any asymmetric gain would accrue an opportunity cost, which is why Libicki described
such methods as second-best.[64] Each opportunity an adversary is forced to forfeit accrues a
strategic gain to the dominant actor. The next asymmetric gain forfeits another opportunity
cost and so on until the weaker adversary is forced to come to strategic terms in which the
dominant military-technical actor holds all the cards. Option dominance was at the heart of
NSID community expectations about the military/strategic-level contest likely to play out as
the digital age swept through military organizations.[65]
In comments at the beginning of the 1999 RAND monograph, Andrew Marshall delivers
what might be the discourse’s most overlooked statement: “Information advances will affect
more than just how we fight wars. The nature and purpose of war itself may change.”[66] The
most obvious flaw in the option dominance thesis is that it assumes stability in the context
under which the strategic competition is being conducted. An example of inward orientation, it
assumes a finite set of options. The assumption of finitude is essential in narrow and discrete
contests. It is a liability in open and complex contests. The literature on digital age warfare
from the 1990s is more or less unanimous in the implied expectation that its fundamental
purpose will be to facilitate application of lethal military force on the physical battlefield. Some
allowance for unexpected developments is conveyed, but even the potential for a “black swan”
event is understood within the context of the primacy of the lethal contest from which all other
political and strategic ends are enabled.
This orientation toward the nature of war has been among the least challenged items in the
canon of western military and strategic thought. It atrophies beneath the deep institutional
faith in technological supremacy,[67] a well-documented feature of the US orientation toward
strategic power (despite Boyd’s influence). The costly assumption remains that the most consequential black swan event will be one that emerges in the realm of technology.[68] Unfortunately, the uncertainty about the nature and purpose of strategy to which Marshall was referring
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entangles humans with shifting technologies in a complex matrix. A technology-driven black
swan has emerged, but under a different orientation. The hyper-connectivity which has accompanied the digital age has exacerbated this condition markedly. As observed by Jeff Reilly,
“Advances in technology have subtly nudged the entire globe into a realm where all previous
notions of the battle space have been radically altered by domain interdependence.”[69]
Cognitive Insecurity is the Hyper-War Offset
The cultivation of “optionality,” as expounded by Nassim Nicholas Taleb, is a fundamental
strategic necessity in any complex contest.[70] In short, optionality is the ability to discard failure without catastrophic cost while retaining the upside of what is learned. The concept of
option dominance has failed because the US and allied NSID communities became unwittingly
obliged to keep the diminishing strategic returns of the information age. The concept lost its
optionality, the ability to discard adverse outcomes before they accumulate. The vulnerabilities
inherent in the digital substrate highlighted by many early observers have outweighed the benefits, however one might conceive them. The cost of addressing these vulnerabilities grows immense, and what is revealed by recent events is that these costs are not merely technological.
The obligation to keep the adverse effects of the digital age has transformed the contest
into one aimed arrow-like at human cognition. Numerous Defense Advanced Research Projects
Agency (DARPA) programs search for ways to fill security vulnerabilities in the infrastructures
of cyberspace.[71] One study considers whether the US would benefit more than its adversaries
if fully homomorphic encryption were developed to the point of widespread use.[72] The authors’ findings are highly equivocal about what would be an immensely costly intervention in
digital infrastructure. At the same time, the co-evolution of these vulnerabilities with human
cognitive vulnerabilities has made it impossible to quarantine people and whole societies from
the increasingly sharp strategic contest. DARPA is also the home of a number of programs in
which various aspects of the cognitive neurosciences are fully entangled with the strategic
contest.[73] Exacerbating this problem is the reliance of the NSID community on the private
sector for much of the data gathering and analytics. Marshall acknowledged this in 1999: “The
DoD has little control over the pace and direction of the information revolution… (it) needs to
manage a difficult transition from being a pioneer to being a leading user.”[74]
The psychology and philosophy of cognition, which for centuries was primarily a theoretical
question, has become an engineering question. The “cognitive revolution” in psychology, epistemology, and computing beginning in the 1950s[75] has in the past two decades branched into
the closely related sciences of “cognitive neuroscience” and “cognitive engineering.”[76] Today,
these fields sit at the heart of strategic science and technology. DARPA’s “Explainable Artificial
Intelligence” (XAI) program is indicative of where the fields meet.[77] The race is on to transform advances in machine and deep learning into society-wide strategic assets.[78] For this, the
field is endeavoring to make the human-machine interface a zone compatible with normal human tendencies. Machines able to render outputs, no matter how sophisticated, which cannot
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mesh with human requirements such as the need for explanation and trust, will not deliver
widespread applications.
XAI is aimed at building an “explanation interface” into AI systems, which deliver on this
requirement via the inclusion of a causal reasoning module.[79] This need, therefore, to understand and model the “psychology of explanation” is at the heart of the cognitive sciences.
For this, the mass data collection and analytics of the Silicon Valley Internet monopolies are
invaluable. The relationship between these and other private sector entities and government
agencies has been well documented.[80] In the 2017-18 financial year, hundreds of thousands of
search warrants, subpoenas, court orders, and other legal requests were put to AT&T, Verizon,
and Google by local, state, and federal government authorities in the US.[81] The relationship
has its problems.[82] Nonetheless, as it progresses, the full scope of exploitable vulnerabilities
in human cognition will be revealed to scientists, and their findings will be available to public
and private entities with a myriad of motivations. As Robert McCreight warns:
If the central goal is to manipulate human thought, emotions, and behaviour through
a combination of psychopharmacological, biotechnical, and cybernetic activities and
synergized systems to steer, influence, and shape thought and conduct – then we
must be and remain alert to such potential goals and progress toward them to date.[83]
No one need posit any nefarious motivations on the behalf of researchers or the NSID community. The simple fact is that each technological epoch society traverses is in part characterized by
the ways and means by which humans contend with one another. The human mind has never
been fully insulated from this contest. Yet, more and more tools and techniques are becoming
available for the exploitation of this space to unprecedented effect, and something of an arms race
is accelerating.[84] In addition, the ethics of cognitive neuroscience have been acknowledged as
woefully underdeveloped and in urgent need of public attention.[85] The cultivation and exploitation of human attention have become a lucrative enterprise for Silicon Valley monopolists at the
same time that its secrets have become of compelling national security interest.[86]
Unfortunately, the confluence of the high economic and strategic value placed on the manipulation of human cognitive processes is having deleterious effects on social stability and the
basic functionality of the polity in the US and elsewhere. Warnings from the late 1990s of the
inherent uncertainty associated with highly complex information systems have been realized.
Numerous challenging questions face the US polity at the same time as the functionality of the
polity is frozen and social instability is a rising threat. How should the polity respond to the
overwhelming monopoly power of the Silicon Valley giants?[87] What can be done about the widely despised attention-based Internet model that would not crash the value of the NASDAQ?[88]
How can foreign interference be thwarted?[89] Does the promise of AI as a military-strategic
asset mean the Internet primes are essentially beyond legislative control?[90]
These and many others are the most vexatious questions the US has faced in generations, at
the same time its polity is experiencing extraordinary levels of dysfunction. Adversaries and
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competitors with even a minimal interest in seeing the US remain dysfunctional, let alone enemies with an interest in system failure, need do little more than seek ways to exacerbate these
internal tensions at a chosen time and place.[91] Russia did not need to invent the Internet, the
World Wide Web (WWW), portable mobile computing, the attention-based business model, and
social media. It has simply used these readily available instruments to cause cognitive chaos,
operations which have employed perhaps a hundred operatives.[92] China has used the Internet
to acquire troves of intellectual property illegally.[93] The underlying target of both states is the
systemic trust which constitutes the sinews of functionality in open democratic societies.[94]
This is a prime example of optionality, expertly leveraged.
For their parts, Russia and China have sought to keep features of the digital age useful to
them and discard the adverse features. Since 1991, each has pursued a regime of networked
and mobile force elements largely aimed at preventing US and allied dominance in the way of
war and in strategic competition more generally. Under the anti-access, area denial (A2AD) rubric, the aim is to deny US and allied forces the unimpeded use of the air, sea, land, space, and
cyberspace they require to prosecute high-tempo conventional operations.[95] These efforts are
asymmetric, as China and Russia have no illusions about meeting US forces at their strongest
point. Both have managed to maneuver beneath a line above which a conventional military
confrontation with US forces would occur; Russia in the Ukraine and Syria, and China in the
South China Sea, are pre-eminent examples. Disruption and denial of the EMS, space elements,
and cyberspace are major components of the A2AD approach. US Multi-Domain Operations are
geared specifically toward overcoming these challenges. It is, however, in the civilian domain
where Russia and China have repurposed the digital age to their strategic advantage and exacerbated the vulnerabilities of US and allied systems.[96]
China is among the world’s most connected digital societies, but the Chinese Communist
Party (CCP) has pursued a path of tailored social and political control built into the way cyberspace works in China.[97] Its notorious social credit system, which applies the tools of machine
learning to mass surveillance, is being tested in multiple provinces.[98] For the most part, it
seems Chinese citizens do not harbor major objections to this level of government surveillance,
and the CCP’s efforts enjoy a level of social and political legitimacy.[99] China has its own indigenous versions of Internet search and social media platforms, through which citizens operate
inside a largely invisible firewall, controlled by the CCP, that tailors their online experience.[100]
Russia’s digital age is different than China’s. Described by Paul and Matthews as a “firehose
of falsehoods” model, Russia’s approach is to undermine confidence, as broadly as possible, in
any information, making the concept of truth contingent and transient.[101] Russia’s polity, like
all polities, copes with these circumstances in its own culturally and historically contingent
way.[102] The ways in which American, Australian, Chinese, Russian, and all cultures are particular in their cognitive proclivities is a topic of great interest. Not covered here, understanding
cultural cognitive differences and the foundational assumptions of polities, most importantly
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our own assumptions, will be crucial in formulating effective responses to cognitive insecurity.
What aspects of our cognitive orientation might be particularly vulnerable to manipulation in
the digital age?
Acknowledge and Address the Gap
Militaries draw their mandate and resources exclusively from the state, but we should be
mindful that this arrangement is only 372 years old. Human insecurity and conflict are tens
of thousands of years old. The digital age has seen the state forfeit a number of its previously
held monopolies in short shrift,[103] the consequences of which are only beginning to be felt.
The revolution in public-key encryption of the 1970s severed the state’s monopoly on privacy
and secrecy.[104] Personal computing and the Internet swept away its monopoly on information
flow, storage, and security. The capacity to influence has essentially been democratized. Quickly following in tow have been public expectations about the locus and identity of authority and
legitimacy, which are fundamental pillars of statehood. Knowledge itself has been under attack
for some time.[105] In some parts of the world, the state stands not alone but side-by-side with
digital-savvy non-state entities, including criminal gangs, tribal and religious authorities, and
corporate actors, in the provision of basic civil services.[106]
The privatization of security services in war zones has risen in the public’s consciousness.[107]
The financial industry is being disrupted by non-traditional lending and transaction services,
and centralized monetary regimes look set for change as cryptographically secured digital
currencies emerge to challenge national currencies.[108] There seem to be few enterprises of
collective human life not touched by the shifting asymmetries of power enabled by the digital
age, and the primary purposeful activities of the associated institutions are adapting. As mentioned in the introduction, the expectation that the NSID community accounts for the locus
and source of societal responses to the insecurity of the digital age is widespread. But we have
argued that the NSID community, with the military at the forefront, has responsibilities for
those activities associated exclusively with operational IW. A category error has obfuscated the
growing gap.
The needs of cognitive security in the digital age are of a different type. The digital age
has changed society and the military, but the most important factor is how it has changed
the relationship between the two. The question put by Builder in 1999 was to what extent
the digital age would alter the primary purposeful activity of the military, its “enterprise.”[109]
Would it simply seek to apply new tools to an old enterprise, or would the new tools fundamentally change the enterprise, as was the case with mechanized war, nuclear weapons, and the
opening of space in the 20th century? These changes took time to mature, and any answer to
Builder’s question remains pending. What seems undeniable is that the military enterprise in
the digital age has changed significantly and unpredictably, and that these changes are in their
infancy. The transformation continues, and the gap between the demand for and the supply of
security products and services has widened while we await their maturation.
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The NSID community is entangled in a complex and difficult transformation brought on by
the digital age. Multiple and conflicting imperatives and motivations are in play, but the public
sees only fragments of these tensions in debates over privacy and secrecy, surveillance and
security, monopoly and democracy, and so on. Cognitive insecurity of the sort that has destabilized and disrupted American society since the 2016 election is a manifestation of the unpredictable nature of complexity, complexity both exacerbated so acutely by hyper-connectivity
and turned into a quasi-extractive industry by Silicon Valley.[110] A growing number of experts
are forwarding a view, however, that the needs of cognitive security for open societies in the
digital age cannot be met by military enterprise alone.[111] In 1999, Builder presaged a greater
burden for civil society:
Defensive information warfare may turn out to be the distributed burden of society
every bit as much as its military—where all who use the fruits of the information revolution, civilian or military, must look after their own protection.[112]
Clint Watts, a former FBI Special Agent who has worked for years countering radical extremism inside and outside official channels,[113] believes slow-to-adapt government institutions are
not the answer when it comes to contending with digital information operations. Watts has advocated for the growth of online civilian armies of digital defenders—cyber-educated guerrillas
able to detect, deny, and disrupt enemy incursions into the cognitive battle space.[114] In truth,
a model of amateur online warriors, receiving implicit and deniable approval from government
agencies, is one exploited by Russian and Chinese authorities for some time. Rand Waltzman,
who created DARPA’s Social Media in Strategic Communication program,[115] believes “the nature of interactions with the information environment are rapidly evolving and old models
are becoming irrelevant faster than we can develop new ones. The result is uncertainty that
leaves us exposed to dangerous influences without proper defences.”[116] Waltzman advocates
bringing together: “Cognitive science, computer science, engineering, social science, security,
marketing, political campaigning, public policy, and psychology to develop a theoretical as well
as an applied engineering methodology for managing the full spectrum of information environment security issues.”[117]
Cognitive security is a unique challenge in that it traverses the security architecture of open
societies, between policing criminal activity and countering the activities of malicious foreign
agents. The reality is that these domains are unified at the digital machine/human interface,
and so must be the response,[118] but the response is not merely a technological one. The institutional role of the military in the social fabric of open society has always extended beyond the
battlefield. As a trusted social institution, and a resource of great depth, history, and stability,
its role in pushing its values forward as the institutional life of open society is changing should
not be overlooked.[119] We build trust side-by-side and bottom-up. Only by doing so can the fruits
of the digital age be retained, and its dangers, flaws, and errors mitigated. Strategic gain in the
digital age will depend on building this trust.
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CONCLUSION
A good deal of skeptical caution should also be applied. The hubris which convinced many
that the digital information age would supply a strategic fait accompli to US and allied competitors has been met sharply by unpredictable reality. In the same way, beliefs that advances in
deep-learning AI and other data-driven tools and methods can be applied to the society-centric
contest, to gain strategic advantage over the adversaries of open democratic societies, rely
on dangerous assumptions.[120] For proponents of narrative warfare, the questions of narrative fratricide, blowback, and the unanticipated side effects of their interventions loom large.
Can and should open democratic societies seek to manipulate the manipulators? Game the
gamers? What are the implications of these measures, which are certain to create even more
mass distrust, for the fabric of trust on which open society depends?[121] As Josh Kerbel puts it,
could calls for states to engage in narrative warfare be an example of “activity masquerading
as progress”?[122] What of the unintended consequences of that activity? Society-centric war is
an attack on the sinews of trust that bind and facilitate open societies, enabled nowadays by
the digital medium. Responses that risk the further erosion of the social fabric by gamifying
societal functionality via the digital medium swallow that bait. The strategic task is great and
requires a whole-of-society response: How to live freely and securely in the technological landscapes we have created, deployed, and scaled, and whose wisdom we now question.
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